Pohl, Laura—The Last 8
After an alien attack devastates the Earth, pilot and future
astronaut Clover Martinez bands with seven other teens in
a struggle to survive.
Poston, Ashley—Heart of Iron
Ana, an orphan found drifting through space along with a
glitch android, joins with an Ironblood boy to find the
coordinates of a lost space ship which may hold clues to
her identity.
Sanderson, Brandon

Claim the Stars series (#1—Skyward)
When a long-term alien attack against her world escalates,
Spensa's dream of becoming a pilot may come true,
despite her deceased father being labeled a deserter.
Segel, Jason

Otherworld series (#1—Otherworld)
Simon can’t wait to test out the newest virtual reality
game, but when his friend disappears, he has to decide
how far in the game he’s willing to go to save her.
Skrutskie, Emily—Hullmetal Girls
Aisha and Key have risked everything for new lives as
mechanically enhanced soldiers, and when an insurrection
forces dark secrets to surface, the fate of humanity is in
their hands.

Smith, Andrew—Rabbit & Robot
Stranded aboard a lunar cruise ship, Cager and his best
friend Billy are surrounded by insane robots while
watching 30 simultaneous wars turn Earth into a toxic
wasteland.
Tintera, Amy—Reboot series (#1—Reboot)
Seventeen-year-old Wren rises from the dead as a Reboot
and is trained as an elite crime-fighting soldier until she is
given an order she refuses to follow.
Yancey, Rick

5th Wave series (#1—The 5th Wave)
Cassie Sullivan, the survivor of an alien invasion, must
rescue her young brother from the enemy with help from
a boy who may be one of them.

A few notes:
 These book lists are examples, not complete
lists of books which fit into the genre.
 Not all books will be of interest to every
reader.
 Teen Scene staff are always eager to help you
find a book that fits your personal taste and
interests. Just ask!

Suggestions for Young Adult
books that …





Are set in the future or
alternate realities
Extensively use technology
and/or enhanced human
abilities
Explore ideas about space
travel, aliens, mutants, and
robots
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Alameda, Courtney—Pitch Dark
Shipraider Tuck Durante and curator Lana Gray must work
together to try to rescue a space capsule hijacked by
nightmarish creatures who kill with a scream.
Barnes, Jennifer—Nobody
Claire Ryan has always always lived beyond people's
notice, yet makes an instant connection with 17-year-old
invisible assassin Nix, who has been sent to kill her.
Brody, Jessica,

System Divine series
(#1—Sky Without Stars)
A retelling of Les Miserables focusing on three teens who
are thrown together amidst the looming threat of
revolution on a French planet colony.
Caine, Rachel

Honors series
(#1—Honor Among Thieves)

Healey, Karen

When We Wake series
(#1—When We Wake)
Shot and killed in 2027, Tegan Oglietti opens her eyes to
find 100 years have passed and she has become the first
successful experiment in cryogenics.
Kass, Morgan—100 series (#1—The 100)
When 100 juvenile delinquents are sent on a mission to
recolonize Earth, they get a second chance at freedom,
friendship, and love, as they fight to survive in a dangerous
new world.
Kaufman, Amie

Illuminae Files series (#1—Illuminae)
Kady and Ezra, recently broken up, must work together to
survive after their home planet is attacked.
Lunetta, Demetria

In the After series (#1—In the After)

A savvy young criminal with antisocial behavior is recruited
to travel on a sentient spaceship destined for the far
reaches of the galaxy only to discover dangerous secrets
hidden among the stars.

In a post-apocalyptic world where nothing is as it seems,
17-year-old Amy and Baby, a child she found while
scavenging, struggle to survive while vicious, predatory
creatures from another planet roam the Earth.

Cole, Olivia A.—A Conspiracy of Stars
Octavia is excited to study the plants and animals of Faloiv
until she witnesses one of the planet's indigenous people
being attacked and begins to uncover disturbing secrets.

McIntosh, Will—Burning Midnight
Sully and Hunter hunt orbs, objects that improve
humans—the rarer the sphere, the more dramatic the
improvement, but the discovery of a golden orb changes
everything.

Dayton, Arwen

Stronger, Faster, and More Beautiful
Six interconnected stories that ask how far we will go to
remake ourselves into the perfect human specimens, and
how hard that will push the definition of human.
Deebs, Tracy—Doomed
Pandora Walker unwittingly unleashes cyber Armageddon
on her 17th birthday and must play a virtual reality game
in order to save the world.
Gabel, Claudia

Elusion series (#1—Elusion)
Elusion, a technology that virtually transports you to an
exotic destination, minus the complications and the
consequences of real life, is sweeping the nation but
Regan, the daughter of the man who invented Elusion,
discovers a disturbing web of secrets regarding it.
Gray, Claudia

Constellation series (#1—Defy the Stars)
Teenaged soldier Noemi and an enemy robot, Abel, who is
programmed to obey her commands, set out on an
interstellar quest to save her home planet, Earth colony
Genesis.

Milan, Maura

Ignite the Stars series (#1—Ignite the Stars)
When criminal mastermind I.A. Cōcha is caught and
revealed to be a teenager, she is sentenced to correctional
rehabilitation at an elite military school where she forms
unlikely alliances.
Miller, Michael

Kaitan Chronicles (#1—Shadow Run)
The captain of a starship and a prince are forced to revise
their ideas of family and loyalty, with the fate of their
worlds hanging in the balance.
Noni, Lynette—Whisper
Subject 684 stays silent because she knows her words have
the power to change reality, but when a new handler
shows her kindness, her resolve begins to crack and a
sinister plot for vengeance emerges.
O'Doherty, Carolyn—Rewind
In a world where spinners can freeze and rewind time but
are tightly controlled by the government, 16-year-old Alex
is a spinner paired with Agent Ross to help catch a
dangerous criminal.

